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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID." 
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston 
Getting Gre.ek 
Recruitment has begun, 
and students are 
hoping to catch on in 
their chosen houses 
By Cathy Bayer 
Senior Campus Reporter 
Don'c cross your arms. 
If you gee thirsty, every chapccr 
will have wacer. 
Above all, don't hug anyone. 
These were words of advice 
passed on ro sorority hopefuls at 
che fuse day of formal recruitment 
Thwsday night. 
Megan, a Gamma Chi, cold her 
group of 11 noc to be nervous abouc 
visiting four chapter houses. 
"They're way more nervous chan 
you are," she said, of che sorority 
house members. 
Women arrived outside che 
University Ballroom in shores, 
capris, skirts and dresses, wich 
umbrellas in cow, ready for their 
tour. 
After a shore production at che 
union on Thursday, all 396 recruits 
VCJ')tured out in the unfavorable 
rainy weacher co view sorority 
houses in Greek Courc. 
Recruicmenr groups were 
inrroduccd co four houses each, 
under che guidance of their Gamma 
Chi. 
Today, che groups will view che 
five chey haven't ycc seen and will 
narrow down cheir list of possible 
chapters Saturday morning. 
The presentation included a 
speech by Bob Dudolski, dit-ector 
of Greek Life. 
Dudolski also bad some advice. 
"Don'c jusc talk about che cute 
guys you're going co meer," he said. 
"Talk abour the friendships you'll 
come back co 25 years lacer." 
He said chat alumni come baCk 
co Easrem and rdl him chat being a 
part of Greek Life had a big impact 
on cheir college years and life in 
general. 
Lauren Jasin, a member of che 
Panhellenic Council executive 
board, agreed wich Dudolski. 
Jasin, a senior special education 
major, said Greek life is considered 
a social :rctivity, buc it's so much 
more chan char. 
She didn't go through recrui rmenc 
until her sophomore year ro make 
sure her academics were in order. 
She's thrilled chac she did join, 
because "it's jusc one of che greatest 
experiences," she said. 
Jasin has mer hundreds of people 
through her sorority and women in 
chea heet 
OPINION 
Small size is what makes 
Eastern perfe~ for some 
» The Daily Eastern News' editorial 
board likes Eastern just the way it is. 
Check out why In our Views page. 
PAGE A4 
JOHii BAiLEY I THE DAILT WTEllll llEWS 
As Thursday night approaches, these young women of Eastern Illinois prepare to visit one of the many 
sorority houses on this campus. This year, a total of 396 stuents signed up for Greek recruitment to 
potentially rush a sorority. 
her sorority across the country at 
conventions. 
Jasin likes che quota system, 
because it seems more balanced. 
ONLINE 
Den Online debuts Eastern 
football schedule widget 
DENNEWS.COM 
She's cwrencly in the same house 
her mocher was in ac Eastern. And 
Jasin is wacching her younger sister 
go through recruionenc, bur isn't 
VERGE 
PAGE 81 
pressuring her co join che same 
house. 
» SEE GREEK, PAGE l2 
SPORTS 
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UNIVERSITY I 
FACULTY CONTRACT 
Meeting 
• receives 
mixed 
• reviews 
By Ashley Rueff 
Selllor University Reporter 
The most recent faculty conuact 
negotiations resulted in conflicting 
opinions of how much progress 
was made from chief negotiators 
John Allison of the University · 
Professionals of Illinois and Bob 
Wayland of che administration. 
Wayland said hefdr Wednesday's 
meeting \'V3S che most successful 
since negotiations began, while 
Allison said UPI was disappointed 
with che progress. 
The meeting was che second co 
be held wich a federally contracted 
negotiaror, wich active bargaining 
lasting from 3 to 10:30 p.m. 
The nexc meecing wich che 
mediator could noc ~ scheduled 
uncil Oct. 11 because of che 
mediator's schedule. 
» SEE lEVIEWS, PAGE l2 
UNIVERSITY I 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Presidential 
search will 
begin today 
By Ashley Rueff 
Senior University P.eporter 
Even though it's nor on the 
agenda, Hencken expeccs che Board 
of Trustees co begin developing che 
presidential search and selection 
committee at today's meeting. 
The committee will be pressed 
wich che task of filling Hencken's 
position once he retires ac che end 
of chis school year. 
He announced his decision co 
retire ar a special Board ofTrusrees 
meeting chat cook place on Aug. 
25. 
One item char is on che agenda 
.is the final reading of che Board 
of Trustees adoption of new 
procedures char will comply wich a 
new addition ro che open meetings 
acc. 
The law now requires char at lease 
half of the members of a meeting 
body must be in attendance co hold 
a teleconference. 
» SEE SEARCH, PAGE A6 
r;z;J news 
n Greek 
FROM PAGE At 
Ic's more important that each 
girl finds the best fir, and goes into 
the process with an open mind, she 
said. 
"You wane everyone to be 
somewhere they want co be," she 
said. 
Last year, the primary reason 
women didn't get into a house was 
because they limited themselves to 
only one sorority when asked to list 
their cop choices. 
Thar's sometimes called "suicide 
rushing," Megan said. 
Without listing all possible 
options, the odds aren't great, 
Dudolski said. 
Each woman narrows down her 
numbers from all nine houses to 
five after seeing each house. 
Then begins th.e mutual selection 
process. Each sorority also chooses 
women, thus narrowing options for 
the recruit. 
"There's a mathematical proccss,n 
Dudolski said. "And it's a mutual 
selection process - the women can 
say no, coo." 
Early on, if a women doesn't 
"make th.e cut" for one sorority, she 
can focus on other sororities. 
Eastern has been using this 
rccruiunent method for years, 
Dudolski said. 
Each house has a quota to 611. 
Thar's figured by taking the total 
number of women, 396, divided by 
nine, th.e number of houses. So each 
house has a quota of 44 women. 
The chances of a woman nor 
getting into a house are "pretty 
slim" Dudolski said. 
In 2005, of the 315 women 
who signed preference cards, 198 
received their firsr sorGrity house 
choice. 
Reviews 
FROM PAGE A 1 
Allison said UPI was disappointed 
because the administration did not 
provide any new written language to 
address UPI concerns, even though 
UPI did so to address ad.ministration 
concerns. Also, there were no new 
offers regarding compensation from 
administration. 
"This response is especially 
troubling since both sides know 
,, Eastern 
9 Panhellenic Council sororities 
10 lnterfraternity Council Fraternities 
4 National Pah-Hellenic Council organizations 
22 percent of undergraduates are Greek, of approximately 
12,000 students 
n Illinois State University 
12 sororities Panhellenic Council 
15 lnterfraternity Council fraternities 
6 National Pan-Hellenic Council organizations 
8.5 percent of undergraduates are Greek, of nearly 17 .000 
students 
.. Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville 
8 Panhellenic Council sororities 
9 lnterfraternity Council fraternities 
3.5 to 4 percent of undergraduates are Greek, of nearly 14,000 
students 
H Southern Illinois University at carbondale 
12 lnterfraternity Council fraternities 
4 Panhellenic Council sororities 
7 National Pan-Hellenic Council organizations 
9 multicultural Greek fraternities and sororities 
4 percent of undergraduates are Greek, of approximately 13,500 
students 
., Northern Illinois University in DeKalb 
9 Panhellenic Council sororities 
14 lnterfraternity Council fraternities 
9 multicultural Greek fraternities and sororities 
7 National Pan-Hellenic Council organizations 
7 percent of undergradtJates are Greek, of approximately 25,000 
students 
,. Western llUnois University in Macomb 
1 0 lnterfraternity Council fraternities 
6 Panhellenic Council sororities 
6 National Pan-Hellenic Council or~anizations 
9 percent of undergrad students are Greek, of approximately 
13 ,000 students 
Ninety women received their 
second preference. 
Dudolski said most of chose 
the mediator can't revisit Easrem's 
campus uncil Occ. 11," Allison said. 
"We hoped for greater progress 
from the administration during the 
time the mediator was here." 
Allison said vague proposal 
language from the administration 
has been a continuing problem 
during negociacions. 
"There was discussion, some of 
which was promising. Bur until 
discussion is reflected in written 
language, it's really just air," Allison 
said. "For us it was disappointing." 
Anoth.er major concern of 
women had a hard choice between 
chose choices. ''.And with two great 
options, you can't lose," he said. 
Allison's was that there was no new 
proposal regarding compensation. 
He said salaries have fallen under 
inflation for che last four years. 
"The only way both sides are 
likely co achieve an agreement is 
through a compensation package 
that doesn't cause our members' 
salaries to shrink in che face of 
inflation," Allison said. 
"There was some progress, but 
from our point-of-view, it was 
minimal." 
Wayland said there were some 
issues that were still unresolved, and 
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proposal language was one of those 
issues. 
However, he said he was pleased 
with the meeting Wednesday. 
"I think both commicteesworked 
very diligently to sore through all 
the issues char we could," Wayland 
said. "Although we have not reached 
a final agreement, I think our long 
session was very productive." 
He said a large numbers of issues 
were addressed and resolved in the 
meeting, and relations between the 
negotiating teams arc remaining 
peaceful and rcspeccful. 
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"They have a job to do and we 
have a job co do and we're crying to 
do it in a fairly respeccful manner," 
Wayland said. 
While the mediator will nor 
return to campus until Oct. 11, 
both Allison and Wayland plan to 
continue negotiations until then. 
The chief negotiators expect ro hold 
a sidebar to continue discussions. 
"I look forward co the meeting," 
Allison said. "Especially if the 
administration at that time will be 
providing some additional written 
responses ro our written language." 
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UNIVERSITY BOARD I LECTURE 
Graphic novels not comical 
Professor says the · 
graphic novel is an art 
form similar to novels 
and theater 
By Wendy Downing 
Staff Correspondent 
Monica Genta, who read comic 
books as a child, changed her mind 
abouc comic books after hearing 
Wednesday's on graphic novels. 
She choughr comics were only 
about male superheroes. 
"Now I realize chey're a serious 
piece of licerature," rhe sophomore 
biological science major said. 
Robert Peterson, a professor 
in the arc department, spoke 
Wednesday evening abouc the 
misconception of graphic novels co 
a crowd of 3 5 people. 
"l was super excited to see as 
many people in attendance as rhere 
were,"' said Kendall Patterson, rhe 
lectures coordinator for University 
Board. 
Graphic novels began as male 
action heroes fighting each other 
co save the world. They have since 
evolved into stories about everyday 
life. 
Maus, by An Speiglman, was 
the first graphic novel co question 
what people thought of graphic 
novels. It wasn't funny like most 
people thought it should be, yec it 
wasn't a novel either. 
Readers can relate to the 
ERIC HILTllEI I THE DAILY EASTm llEWS 
Art professor Robert Petersen speaks about the evolution of the early comic books during his EIU Uncovered 
lecture in the University Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union on Wednesday evening titled 
"How to Read a Graphic Novel." 
characters in the graphic novels. 
Like novels, a reader could 
wonder what happened in the end 
of the story after finishing ic. Many 
times, graphic novels talk about 
dark issues such as suicide, rape 
and adultery. The stories are more 
for adults rather than children. 
And they deal with women's 
lives as well, not just males'. 
Pictures are helpful for 
understanding what characters are 
feeling or what is going on in their 
lives when words cannot explain 
the truth. This helps readers feel 
like they're at a play, rather than 
reading a graphic novel. 
When reading a graphic novel, 
readers should slow down co fully 
understand the story. Reading 
through a graphic novel multiple 
times also helps. The reader should 
look back and forth from picture to 
words to grasp the concept of the 
story. 
Graphic novels are constantly 
changing and evolving. 
"In the future, I expect graphic 
novels to be like air. They will be 
everywhere,"' Peterson said. 
Retired chaplain's funeral Saturday 
Campus chaplain 
started the first 
homeless shelter in 
Charleston 
By Kevin Kenealy 
Onflne Reporter 
He saw himself as a servant of 
God, and now he is with Him. 
Facher Roberr 'Bob' Meyer, 
75, retired chaplain ac Newman 
Catholic Center at Eastern, died 
Aug. 13 at Mocher of Good Counsel 
Home in St. Louis. 
Father Bob, as he liked co 
be called, was ordained to the 
priesthood May l, 1957, and served 
at the Newman Catholic Center 
from 1985-2000. 
His sister Mary Kay Lawson 
has said he was interested in the 
prieschood ever since he was aJittle 
kid. 
"Mose people play cops and 
robbers ... he played Mass at nine 
years old," Lawson said. 
"He'd pretend to give out 
communion and knew early on 
chat's what he wanted." 
Before coming to Newman 
Cacholic, Meyer served as pastor at 
both Sr. Boniface in Edwardsville 
(1978-1985) and Sc. Charles 
Borromeo in Charleston (1985-
1995). 
Charmaine Owens, a pastoral 
associare at St. Charles who was 
hired by Meyer, said chat despite 
Father Bob's busy schedule, he still 
made every person he dealt wich feel 
as if they were the mo~t important 
person in the world. 
Meyer began rhe first homeless 
shelter in -Gharleston • in• •his 
basement and lacer moved it co the 
lower level of 
the rectory ar 
Sc. Charles. 
The shelter, 
which has 
been dosed 
a few years, 
influenced 
eight ocher 
churches 
to provide 
homeless 
shelters for 
the poor. 
The Sr. 
Vincent 
DePaul 
Society, 
Father Robert 
Meyer 
The former campus 
chaplain died Aug. 
25, 2006 in St. Louis. 
which organizes events such as 
food programs, helps in low-cost 
housing, and puts forth youch 
programs, would also work with 
Meyer to meet its needs and stay 
afloat. 
"I remember one time when 
the shelter was full, and he let rwo 
people stay in che guest bedroom of 
the rectory for some time," Owens 
said. 
"He always felt chat what he had 
he had co share." 
When Owens arrived at St. 
Charles, it was nothing more chan 
a priest and a secretary. 
Facher Bob was instrumental in 
developing the many ministries the 
parish still has today, he said. 
Meyer, along wich Roy Lanham 
at Newman Catholic, also aided in 
gerring the Center built by collecting 
the funds to make it possible. 
Lanham knew Bob for almost 
30 years. 
He was 16 when he mer him. 
Meyer was rhe pastor ar his church 
and soon became his friend. 
Wherr l:anham arrive& at ·the• 
Newman Center in 1986. Bob 
hired him to be his boss. 
"Bob was great at listening," 
Lanham said. · 
"The students (at Eastern) were 
saying again and again chey needed 
a place on campus for worship, a 
place of hospitality and healing, 
which were Bob's two buzz words." 
According to Bob Augustine, 
dean of Eastern's graduate school, 
Father Bob was responsible for 
making che Newman Center more 
social and friendly. 
He brought in a refreshment bar 
and his preaching would gee people 
chinking about their relationship 
with God. 
"He filled it (the Newman 
Center); he packed it,"' Augustine 
said. 
"He was an incredible spiritual 
leader; he got all of us ac the 
Newman Center chinking about 
spirituality. I really appreciated his 
insights." 
Facher Bob loved co laugh and 
read, Lawson said. 
"He had laugh marks around his 
eyes and was the spirit of the law,"' 
she said. 
"He loved to read. He enjoyed 
che '<:;hronicles of Narnia', 'Harry 
Porter', and even read while he 
drove. A policeman pulled him 
over once and said, 'Don't do chat 
FatheL" 
Lawson said her brocher Bob 
caught her co love che Spirit of 
Christ through the f.unily traveling 
rhac broughc the two dose early 
on. 
"He endeared me, endeared 
me to be with real selflessness, real 
love," Lawson said. 
Father Bob had a similar impact 
on Owens. 
On • a daily b-asi~.' 'She would 
watch and listen to him and would 
CHARMAINE OWENS I 
PASTORAL ASSOCIATE 
"I remember one 
time when the 
shelter was full, 
and he let two 
people stay in the 
guest- bedroom 
of the rectory for 
some time." 
constantly keep her mind and heart 
open to che reflection of Christ she 
saw in him, she said. 
"A day does nor go by that I do 
not thank God for his presence in 
my life and I pray chat I may be a 
small part of what he was," Owens 
said. 
"I strive with all my heart to be 
a little remnant of Bob here at St. 
Charles. Ir may sound like silly, bur 
I do often say 'What would Bob 
do?'" 
Regardless of what a person's 
theological background was, Facher 
Bob would care for all people, 
bringing the light of Christ to all 
people, Lanham said. 
"I really believed he just made 
the Gospel full, and he lived it," 
Lanham said. 
Father Bob donated his body for 
medical purposes. 
Sr. Philµp. Neri Chapel ac rhe 
Newman €:lch:olic C«nteF willllold 
a memorial mass at 11 a.m. Saturday. 
camp briefs 
9/11 Rememberance Monday 
America wasn't the only country 
affected by the events on September 
11, 2001. 
Forty-eight other countries lost 
citizens that da~ 
Eastern will hold a memorial service 
in the South Quad on Monday to honor 
the lives lost five years ago. 
The 48 flags of those countries 
will be held by international students 
at Eastern to remember not only 
Americans, but international citizens 
as well. 
"It's part of the grief process," said 
Sandy Cox, director of the counseling 
center. 
The nation as a whole is still 
grieving, she said, 
utt•s still pretty close to the hearts 
of most," she said. 
Eastern's band will perform, and the 
ROTC Color Guard will handle the flag 
honors, which will be lowered to half 
staff. 
University President Lou Hencken 
will also say a few words. 
University police, Charleston 
police officers and the Charleston 
Fire Department will be part of a 
processional around the flagpole. 
It will begin at 8:30 a.m. to coincide 
with the time the events happened. 
A 9/11 Remembered : Experiences, 
houghts and perspectives. A discussion 
will be held at 7 p.m. in the 7th Street 
Underground. 
-Compiled by Cathy Bayer, Senior 
Campus Reporter 
o campus 
TODAY 
EIU Board of Trustees Meeting 
Time I 2p.m. 
Location I Grand Ballroom 
MLK University Union 
More info I 581- 5618 
Motorcycle Diaries 
Time I 8 & 11 p.m. 
Location I Buzzard Hall Auditorium 
More info I 581-5522 
UB Comedian: lee Camp 
Time I 9p.m. 
Location I 7th Street Underground 
More info I 581-5522 
BSU Late Night Union Dance 
Time I 10 p.m. 
location I University Ballroom 
MLK University Union 
COMMENTS I CORRECTIONS I 
EVENTS 
To report any errors, local events or 
general suggestions for future editions 
please contact our news editor, Sarah 
Whitney, via: 
Phone I 581-7942, 
.: E:.fnifi{ f ·bENnewsdesla@gmaif:conr 
Office visit I 1811 Buzzard Hall. 
•• view 
ISSUE I Increased enrollment 
numbers threaten Eastern's 
small-school quality education 
EASTERN's 
SIZE IS 
JUST RIGHT , 
Eastern pegged enrollment at 12,349 
for the fall scmesccr. 
The number rose 225 students from 
the 2005 count. 
The student population was 
12,129 in 2005 and l l,651in2004. 
This increase includes bigger student 
enrollments in honors students, 
minoricy students and international 
students. 
While increased diversity is good, the 
increased enrollment comes with a price 
tO students and the univcrsicy needs to 
make sure chat the quaJicy education 
Eastern is known for docs noc suffer due 
to the increased student population. 
Eastern is touted as a small school, 
with small class siz.c and ample faculcy-
studcnc interaction, which translates to a 
qualicy education. 
With enrollmcnc increasing annually, 
class sizes increase as well, limiting the 
scudenc-fu.culcy interaction char Eascern 
is known for. 
While increases in cnrollmenc have 
been minimal, they need co remain low 
co preserve the education Eastern has 
devdoped a reputation for. 
Funding for the additional students 
is another issue. 
Eastern President Lou Hencken said 
that the enrollment figures could be 
hard to maintain with ouc additional 
funding from the state. 
Bue there's no guarantee Eastern 
will be allotted more lllinois higher 
education money. 
If this is the case, the quality of 
education could decline due to increased 
enrollment. 
With the nursing program scarring 
in Fall 2007, the enrollment ofEasccrn 
will only increase. Nursing students will 
need housing, general education classes 
and equipment. 
While the expanded academics 
at Eastern is welcome, perhaps a 
cap should be puc on enrollment co 
maintain the educational environment 
here. 
The univcrsicy needs to secure 
funding and devise a plan to keep class 
sizes down before nursing scudcnts 
enroll ac Eastern next fall. 
While the increasing diversity is 
wonderful for Easccrn's students and 
faculcy, the Universicy needs to make 
sure they have funding co ensure that 
the quality educarion Eastern is known 
for docs not suffer. 
The editorial is the majority opinion of 
The Daily Eastern News editorial board. 
Reach the Opinion's editor at 
DE11opi1lo1s@laail.co•. 
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DRAWN FROM THE HEWS I HOLLY HENSCHEN 
COWMNIST I MAURICE TRACY 
Anger missing on campus 
Question: Eastern Students where arc 
you? Where is your anger? 
Not your indignation, bur your anger 
at the state of the world, the country, chis 
campus? The gap between the haves and the 
have-nots steadily increases and an Eastern 
student docs not blink. 
Forty-six million people live without 
health care in our country, and people do 
noc pause for even one moment to say 
WfF? Yee, tons of Panther Paw pauons 
noticed the smaller cup their Balrimorc Zoo 
came in. 
Where arc the protests? The rights of 
immigrants, more accurardy those who arc 
illegal, have been in the news and noc a peep 
from EIU's scudcnt body. Employers use 
Facebook profiles in hiring and firing process 
and people do nothing about chis violation. 
My fcUow rainbow brothers and sisters, 
arc you so crapped in your log cabins 
that you don't notice the presence of 
homophobic discriminating organizations 
marching on our campus, practicing drills 
on the quad, and periodically attempting co 
recruit in the Union? 
Where are the celebrations for the few 
suides of progress that has been made? 
Recently the FDA approved Plan B for over 
the counter sales, and other than a mention 
in the paper, students' reaction was •What 
is Plan B". Think of how useful chis drug 
would be in enabling people to correct what 
chey may view co be an accident; because, 
before the paper gees flooded with lccccrs 
co the editor about how horrible I am for 
staring this, the truth is that noc all children 
arc/were wanccd/planned, some were/are 
accidcncs- a condom malfunction or a bottle 
of tequila docs nor translate inco a miracle 
just because you gave ic a name. Women 
should not have to jump through rings 
of fire to concrol what they want co have 
happen to their own bodies. Which once 
again brings me co anger and outrage, why 
aren't women on this campus more outraged 
that their bodies arc accually up for political 
grabs and public debate? We come after a 
generation of women who, mythically or 
noc, burned their bras, chanced chc "personal 
is political", and shoved their way in co the 
political arena. Where arc the daughters of 
these women; why arc you not marching? 
My brothas, my sisras, how do we, 
rightfully so, gee up in arms when a non-
black person mcmions the "n-word" and ycc 
..... ................... 
$312 trillion 
-CO. of cbe war as of 2:45 pm. Tuesday 
Source: costofwar.com 
so many of us say ic co each other. And save 
me your "it is diffcrcnc• hypocritical logical 
equivalent of a Slip-N-Slidc explanation. 
Furthermore, where was the outrage when 
the young emcee of lase year's Essence of 
a Man called a participant a "faggot" over 
the microphone. I'll teU you. Nowhere- you 
laughed. Lee that have been a white man 
calling someone a "nigger" 2nd the campus 
would have been com aparc, the Daily 
Eastern News would have been flooded with 
letters, and people would only be satisfied 
with the complete annihilation of the bigot. 
But as for homosexuals and the f-word, 
everyone knows there arc no similarities 
between homophobia and racism. 
My sistas, why do you insist on ignoring 
the words of bell hooks and Audrey Lorde 
and the many brilliant black feminists chat 
came before you? 
There arc so many things char I question, 
buc ma.inly as I stated, it is the lack of anger. 
I do not mean anger that becomes 
nothing more chan a fut. I mean anger 
that grows into signs, marches, protests, 
and ac the very least a public discourse and 
dialogue. 
I write and opinion column, key word 
"opinion", twice a month, and hope that 
people will talk. 
Not co me, as 8acccrcd as I am when 
people tcll me chey like my columns I would 
rather hear them calk co their friends about 
the issues in the column. 
The sad face is chat we attend a school 
where people would rather vote for a 
Coca-Cola promise than confront the harsh 
realities of injustice that occur in the world 
and in our own backyard. 
When one raises these points of concern, 
they are labeled a ranting and raving hysteric 
by someone sitting comforcably in the 
section of the 
political majoricy. 
Tracy is an English graduate student. 
41,639. "6.301 Iraqis 
-Iraqi war deaths since Madi 2003 
Sowx:c: i tOll.org 
COWMNIST I KEVIN MURPHY 
Bush'·s 
'terrorism' 
not so bad 
On Tuesday, President George Bush 
cold Americans that we arc srill fighting 
the war on terror. What's new? 
The war on terror is just another 
war that wiJJ never be won. Speaking 
of things char will nor be accomplished 
soon, whatever happened co the war on 
drugs arid the search for the Holy Grail. 
Face it, none of these searches arc going 
to end soon. 
Technically, Congress hasn't even 
declared Iraq war. Congress hasn't 
officially declared a war since World War 
Two. 
In Bush's_ speech, he said terrorises kill 
with an unclear ideology. 
Is he saying if chac a person's mindset 
of the country is unclear and obtrusive 
thac the person is a terrorist? Think 
about it. Many people in the country arc 
on the beginning stage of terrorism. 
Bush bdieves that a terrorise is 
bad thing and that they can destroy a 
country. 
People have a different viewpoint of 
the world and they might not always 
agree with each ocher. No, they arc not 
committing dangerous attacks, buc 
they might wane co change someone's 
lifescylc. 
Ic's in faa okay co be a terrorise by 
Bush's definition. Don't go blowing up 
buildings, buc build your mind. Have 
expressive thoughrs about what the 
government is doing or even attend 
a floor meeting to decide your own 
lifescylc. 
You can have expressive thoughts 
about how the country is run or even a 
modem painting. 
Write you local congressman and ask 
chem what he or she is doing for you. 
If they arc not doing anything, demand 
something. You're an adult of voting age. 
This is from the White House, "The 
enemy we face today in the war on 
terror is not the same enemy we faced 
on Sepe. 11." 
That's for sure. American soldiers 
have been in Afghanistan, Pakistan, 
lraq, and I'm sure there will be some 
Koreas and more Middle East countries 
involved soon. Over 5,806 people have 
died in the "War" in Iraq alone. 
In an address Wednesday, September 
06, 2006, Bush said terrorists killed over 
three thousand people on 9111. 
By foolishly attack other countries, 
America and the rest of the world is 
losing more lives than those on 9/11. 
The true terrorists of the country can 
accually help it. Freethinking allows the 
country to rethink its position. You can 
be a frccchinkcr yourself. Don'c fu.U into 
a senseless mind crap. 
Explore ocher cultures and meec 
more unique people. Instead of fighting 
insurgents, we could be helping ouc the 
poor. 
In a sense, the word •terrorist" is not 
all the bad. When it comes co killing 
people, ic is bad. I will agree with the 
Bush on char point. 
When it comes co chinking outside 
the box, to changing people 's minds, 
and petitioning the government; ic is 
certainly okay co be a ccrrorisc. 
This cype of cerrorism should noc 
be destroying life, but it 
should be expressing 
yourself in an art form, 
athletics, or in free 
speech. 
Murphy is a freshman journalism major. 
He can be reached at •~u_big•t_ll@ 
y .. oo.com. · 
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CAMPUS I ENTERTAINMENT 
Comedian to perform at 7th Street Underground 
Saturday Night Live opener 
and comedian visits EIU 
students with his college 
humor tonight 
By Kristina Peters 
Activities Reporter 
Srudying is not just for srudencs. 
Comedian Lee Camp, 26, finds himself 
studying even after college. 
By studying a variety of comedy aces, even 
ones chat he does not enjoy, Camp is always 
learning about his career, which also includes 
actor and auchor. 
He said studying comedy he docs not like 
helps him figure our why chat is and how he 
can incorporate material he likes. 
Camp, a comedian of eight years and 
full-time for three, has appeared at over 
250 colleges in che past three years and will 
compile what he has learned into one aa ac 
9 p.m. tonight in the revamped 7th Street 
Underground. 
Ac tonight's show, Camp will work in 
a variety of jokes about college, things that 
frustrate him, which might frustrate ochers as 
well, and jokes about current evencs such as 
having no liquids on airplanes. 
Since his show will be in 7ch Srreet 
Underground, it will be a more laid back 
and cozy atmosphere for che comedian and 
students, said University Board chair Melissa 
Schaefer. 
Although Camp has preformed for many 
colleges he finds chat it is usually an enjoyable 
atmosphere. 
"I love it - 99 percent of che time it's 
amazing.• he said. 
Camp said that che one percent is when he 
SlllllmD Nan) 
Comedian Lee Camp has opened for Jimmy 
Fallon, Tracy Morgan and Lewis Black. 
gees put in a cafeteria, a room where no one 
really wanes co laugh. 
Besides the college scene, Camp has 
worked in ocher settings and with a few 
notable comedians who include Sarurday 
NightLlve performers. 
He has opened for Jimmy Fallon and Tracy 
Morgan for "Saturday Night Live," where he 
also appeared as an extra, and Lewis Black of 
"The Daily Show." 
"Meeting those guys is amazing," Camp 
said. 
He added that after chrce years as a fulJ-
time comedian he now feels chat he is working 
with chem and noc as if they arc his teachers. 
"I love it - 99 percent of the time it's amazing." 
Lee Camp is going to perform at 9 p.m. 
tonight at the 7th Street Underground. 
Camp also juggles life as an accor, buc said 
comedy is where his heart is. 
"I would like for my focus ro stay wich 
stand-up comedy," be said. 
As an actor, he was featured on the episode 
"Intoxicated" of Law and Order: SVU a year 
ago. 
He was also in a short film titled 
•ocaJbrcakcr," which was directed and written 
by Gwyneth Paltrow. 
The 2005 10-minute film was in this year's 
Sundance Film Festival. 
UB is glad co be bringing Camp here 
because of his experience, especially within 
comedy. 
"I think chat proves UB is looking for 
someone who has experience," Schaefer 
said and added he is someone srudencs will 
enjoy. 
ln 2003, shortly after becoming full-time, 
Camp was the winner of the Laugh Across 
America competition in New York. 
This week he is featured as the favorite 
comedian on MySpacc. 
"MySpace is really starting co change 
comedy," he said. 
Camp said thac normally audience 
members might like your act bur forget about 
you. However, with MySpac.c, they can keep 
in couch. His page is www.myspacc.com/ 
lcecamp. 
Because of his age, college is still fresh in 
his mind, which he chinks helps him relace co 
a college campus. 
le also helped in writing his book, titled 
"Neither Sophisticaced nor lncelligenc: A 
College Humorist's Take on Life." 
The book is a collection of humor columns 
pertaining co college life. Camp was noc new 
to writing humor columns before the book. 
While attending college at the University 
of Virginia, Camp wrote weekly columns for 
the school paper. 
Camp recently co-wrote a book ch.is past 
year titled "The Big Fib Book of Bollocks," 
which is abouc political satire and fake news. 
"le (Bollocks) can basically mean crap," 
Camp said, adding thac, when translated, it 
reads "The Big Fib Book of Crap." 
The book is based on the website www. 
big6b.com. 
While in college and high school, Camp 
was shy and to some people it is shocking that 
he is now a comedian who appears on scage 
before many unfamiliar faces. 
"I was really shy, and I wasn't a loud crazy 
guy," he said. 
le was one open mic night thac changed 
all char. 
Camp wenc on stage for the first time and 
after receiving laughs he felt like comedy was 
something he could do. 
"It was enough to keep at it," he said. 
He looks back, though, and thinks that 
if he did not receive laughs that he would 
probably just be doing humor writing. 
"Scand-up is probably my number one 
priority," he said. 
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• help wante 
Help Wanted. Receptionist· 
M·F 4pm·7pm Sat 9am-noon 
Computer ~kills required, good 
people and Communication 
skills. Experienn>d Tumbling 
and Trampoline Coach. 
Call Mattoon Academy of 
Gymnastics and Dance. Phone 
235-1080 
________ 9/8 
Brain's Place night club and 
sports bar hiring go-go dancer...-., 
dj, bartender.., and waitress. 
2100 Broadway, Mattoon 234· 
4151 
________ 9113 
The New Rockome is hiring 
waiter; and waitrese<> for its 
newly renovated restaurant. 
Applications are available al 
the Rockorne office or on-line 
at www.rockome.com. Return 
applications in person-Monday 
through Friday, April 10-14. 
Call (217)268-4106. 
________ 00 
lnserters needed from 12:00am-
1 :30am. Awly at 1802 Buzzard 
Hall. 
________ 00 
lost & found 
lost: Movie related VHS tape. 
To retrieve tape go to Old Main 
Room2010. 
r •' for rent 
P~rk Place Apartments: 1 unit 
available 1mmediatly call for 
det.1lls. Contact !en 348-1479 
________ 00 
AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2 
person Central air, w/d, garage. 
No pets. 345-7286 www. 
jwilliamsrentals.com 
________ 00 
EXCELLENT LOCATION. 
LEASE & RENT NEGOTIABLE. 
5 bedroom house. All 
new! Washer/Dryer, stove, 
retrigerator, central ail. fumance. 
Low utilities. Trash included. 
Call 345-6967 
________ 00 
New four Bedroom Apartments. 
Extremely Close to Campus. 
Across from Lantz. Fully 
Furnished. Call Today for 
lowered Rates. Grantview 
Apartments. 345-3353. 
________ 00 
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3 
BR Apts. available for second 
semester. Call 345-6000. 
lost: One Gold Earing. Go to 00 
2010 in Old Main to retrieve / 6 bedroom house close to 
this item. 
lost: Pair of Black Reading 
glasses Go to Records Office in 
Old Mdin Rm. 1220. 
' ~ roommates 
Roommate needed. Fully 
furnished 3 bedroom apt. Lg. 
kitchen pakring available. 
Laundry room largc>bedrooms, 
close to campus. 815·252·6542 
_____ 9/11 
Roommate for awe<;ome house, 
huge kitchen, 2 living rooms, 
2 bathrooms, laundry, parkmg. 
bedroom with thermostat. 
$300/month. (630)865-7419. 
_______ 9/12BAL 
LET,MODERN,T AP,JAZZ AND 
YOGA FOR CHILDREN,TEENS 
AND ADULTS CLASSES BEGIN 
SEPTEMBER 11 Jacqueline 
Bt.'llnett Dance Center 345· 
campus, 3 bathrooms, 2 living 
rooms, Large Kitchen. Stove, 
refngerator, washer and dryer. 
Available for the 06-07 school 
year for more info www. 
poteetL'fentals.com or 217-345-
5088 
________ 00 
5 lx'<lroom house on 6th 
Street, 2 bath, Large bedrooms 
completely remodeled new 
c.irpet, stove, • refrigerator. 
Enclosed back porch and dining 
room. Available for the 06-07 
school year for more info www. 
poteeterentals.com or 217-345-
5088 
________ 00 
7182 SAVE MONEY-NEWLY 
________ 9115 
Sublessor needed for 1 Bedroom 
Apt. Available for spring 07. 
$265 month, water paid. Call 
348-6787 
--------
9/12 
for sale 
New madallion home: 
3bedrooms and 2 baths, central 
air, some appliances, carpet on 
floor, venician blinds. Ca.11345-
4207 
________ 9'14 
r •' for rent 
2 BR Apartment on the square 
Partially fum1shro Water and 
trash paid. lease Call 345· 
4336 
9/8 
REMODELED HOUSE- LARGE 
ROOMS, STORAGE SPACE 
NEXT TO UNIVERSITY. 
PARKING 
8406 
AVAILABLE.348-
________ 00 
FOR RENT-Parkingspaces 1523 
3rd St. $25.00 per/mo.345-
5048 
________ 00 
751 6TH ST BDRM 
APARTMENT AVAILABLE. NO -
PETS. WATER AND TRASH 
PAID. 348-8305 
________ 00 
1430 1/2 9TH ST. VERY 
AFFORDABLE. 4 BDRM 
UPSTAIRS APARTMENT. l 112 
BATHS. OFF STREET PARKING. 
NO PETS 348-8305 
________ 00 
»Search 
FROM PAGE Al 
"Basically, we can't have 
teleconferences anymore," Hencken 
said. 
Four of the seven members are now 
required to be in attendance to hold a 
meeting. The remaining members 
can be chere via long-term. 
In ocher business, Dan Nadler, 
vice president for srudenr affairs, 
will present the board with survey 
BOONDOCKS I AARON McGRUDER 
WWW DENNEWS COM I THE PNLY EASTERN NEWS I FRIDAY 9.8 06 
results that were adminisrered to on-
campus students by the Deparcment 
of Housing and Dining Services. 
"Some incredible things arc 
happening on campus," he said. 
"We"re very, very happy with the 
results." 
The survey is done every two years 
in the fall semester to evaluate student 
life on campus. 
"I am very pleased the resulrs of 
the survey confirm char our srudents 
are increasingly satisfied with their 
residential experience," 'le said. 
" In addition to making 
continued progress, the 
data also shows that EIU is doing an 
exceptional job on a local. regional, 
and national bel," he added. 
Nadler hope; to demonstrate to 
the Board the signi6canr impact 
residential life can have on academic 
success at Eastern. 
"Ihe meeting will begin ar 2 p.m. 
in the Grand Ballroom in the Marcin 
Luther King Jr. Universicy Union. 
The Board will go directly in.to an 
executive session. 
lr will then resume che open 
meeting at 2:45 p.m. 
l.00(, I REAUZE l'M 
~ABlY 1llE flRST REAL 
Lli:E MQ( PERSON MOST CW: 
ANO I OON'T WANT TO BE HERE 
ANY~E 1llAN YOO WANT Ml 
HERE, M IM'RE SlUQ( 
lOGETllER. SO OON'T START 
NONE. WON'T BE NONE. YOO GOT 
YOO HA'IE MR SEEN _ 
NON SEQUITUR I WILEY MILLER 
~e-{ ... 
l''Je~\~ 
z t-N:>~ 
"fblj~f.. 
~~ 
l'-~? 
BEEF N¥J I'll 
9REAK MY 
FOOT on 
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BallNO 
JAQ(IE ~ 
SlYLE -
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llJeNewUorklimtl 4i11Ciossword Edited by Will Shortz 
ACROSS 24 Qajar 43 Exercise 
1 Handle holders dynasty's routine domain 
s· Bone near the 44 Not on the 25 Best Musical edge 
shoulder of 1999 
13 "Phenomenology 26 Batters have 
45 Studs, e.g. 
of S~iril" author, them 46 Event drawing 180 inti. criticism 
14 Exposed 28 Hesitant about 47 Falls off committing 
15 Make bank oneself 48 Big name In oil 
withdrawals? 31 Emulated •.. and oils 
16 State flower of lsocrates 
Nebraska 34 Untagged DOWN 
17 Number of mari 35 Like teeth after 1 "Through the 
18 St~le of some dental Looking-Glass· 
a Rudolph visits game 
Valentino film 
'ST Flatten 2 Some soldiers' 
19 Risq~ wear 
business? 38 Laundry 3 What a big challenge 
21 Do stuff 
40 Friend)f' 
winner might 
be on 
22 Pistols, e.g. snake. 
4 Shellfish 
23 Beepers 42 It's a rush contaminant 
Puzzle by SIMny 0. Blllcllard 
s Certain shower 23 Greeting at 
gift the door, 
servi~ the 6 Relieves hors oeuvres, 
7 Fruit drink etc. 
8 Fruit drinks 25 Guinness Book listings 
9 Rain gear 
27 They're more 
10 Raises than pinches 
11 Strong and 
regal 28 Haloes 
12 Physicist 
Angstr6m 
29 They make 
things up 
14 Biker's cry 30 Teriyaki spices 
16 Joyful hymn 
word 32 Accord 
20 Sick-looking 33 Fixed 
No. 0728 
34 Football 
defense that 
emfeloys five 
de ensive 
backs 
35 Gets with great 
difficulty 
36 It makes a 
long story short 
38 Orbiter of 
note 
39 Meshed 
41 Rosemary's 
love in a 
classic 
Anne Nichols 
play 
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CAMPUS I GAME BALL RUN WIPUS I BSU 
Cross-country charity run BSU's event week 
Sigma Nu fraternity 
puts on SZ-mile run 
to raise charity money 
for Children's Hospital 
Derrick JollUOll II 
Staff Reporter 
The members of the Sigma Nu 
fraternity will make a run for their 
money on Saturday. 
The fraternity will hold a 
philanthropy known as the Game 
Ball Run in hope of raising $5,000 
for St. Jude Children's hospital. 
The run will involve Sigma 
Nu Chapter at Eastern known as 
the Lambda Gamma chapter and 
Indiana State University's Iota Psi 
Chapter. 
Members from the two chapters 
will run the game ball in a relay 
from Indiana State to Eastern 
before Saturday's home opener 
football game. 
The members from Iota Psi 
will scan at 7 a.m. and will meet 
the Lambda Gamma members in 
Marshall. 
The run will cover approximatdy 
52 miles, leaving each member 
to run at least a mile, said Man 
Carlstrom, a senior history major 
and risk reduction chair for the 
Sigma Nu's. 
The members participating 
have also asked friends and family 
to donate money for every mile 
that the individual runs, said 
Sam Peterson, who is the chapter 
ncasurer. 
"Our goal is for each person 
to run approx.imatdy one mile," 
said Peterson, who is also a junior 
corporate communications major. 
•0ur moncwy goal is for each 
person to raise at lease $100." 
With a goal of $5,000, a Game 
Ball Run as a philanthropy is an 
inspired idea. 
The inspiration came from 
Sigma Nu alumni who held the 
event in the past, said Sigma Nu 
President Paul Lucas. 
"Our alumni did this event 
around 10 years ago," Lucas 
said. "They had a lot of success 
BIU WEEK 
BECOMING ONE 
* 
KICK-Off Party 
Fridal' September 8 
University Rall Room 
JOpm-1:45am 
SS before 12 
$7 After 
Sunday Scpt.:mher 10 
Picnic at Pond Pavilion Monday September 11 
5-Spm ''Brother to Brotht.T, Sister to Sister'" 
Martinville Room 7·9pm 
Tuesday September 12 
Poetry Night at 7th Street Underground 
7
-lOpm Wednesday September 13 
Old School Garnes at Alumni Quad 
6-9pm 
Thursday Sept.:mb.--r 14 
Ska1ing Parry at Silver Lake Skating Rink 8 
8-llpm 
SI Ride Fee Friday September IS 
Cosmic Bowling in the Union 
6-9pm 
Saturday September 16~ 
Car Wash 
TBA 
Sponsored by Student Affairs Divisions & 
Presidents Office 
atch your favorite 
NFL team every Sunday!!! 
Every game! 
Every week! 
$1 00 Coors Light Pints 
400 Coors Light Pitchers 
$150 Rail Drinks 
This week: 
Live music 
with Caleb Cook 
with it, so we decided to put this 
together. 
"It's been done by other 
chapters. I know the chapter at 
Bradley (University} does it, and it's 
not just a Fraternity thing. Other 
organizations have done it as well." 
Reviving a tradition after ten 
years will not be easy - making the 
event happen without any ddays 
is another goal for the fraternity, 
Carlstrom said. 
·rughc now our main focus is to 
make this happen so we can build 
on it in the future," Lucas said. 
Lucas, who is also a junior 
career and technical education 
major, is also looking to make this 
philanthropy a mainstay between 
the two chapters, he said. 
"The reason why we cho$C 
Indiana State is because we play 
them every year in football so 
we want to make it an annual 
tradition," he said. 
Eight-day celebration 
welcomes students back 
BJ SeH Hopkin 
Staff Reporter 
Black Student Union will be 
sponsoring a weekJong variety 
of campus events as part of a 
welcome back celebration entided 
"Becoming One." 
The events, which span over an 
8-day period, begin at 10 p.m., 
today with a kickoff dance in the 
University Ballroom of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
Events for the rest of the week 
include: 
H A basketball tournament at 5 
p.m. following the dance, Saturday, 
on the courts across from Taylor 
11 A picnic at 5 p.m., Sunday, at 
the pond pavilion 
H A 'brother to brother, sister to 
sister' discussion at 7 p.m., Monday, 
in the Martinville Room 
H A poetry slam at 7 p.m., 
Tuesday, in 7th Sc. Underground 
11 An "OJd School Games Night" 
at 6 p.m. on Wednesday in the 
alumni quad 
H A roller skating party at 8 p.m., 
Thursday, at Silver Lake Rink 
THOMAS BAnLE I 
BSU PRESIDENT 
"Our goal is to 
not only welcome 
students back to 
campus, but also 
to promote active 
student life." 
H A bowling night at 6, Friday, 
in the union 
Admission to the picnic, 
poetry slam, discussion, basketball 
tournament and "Old School 
Games Night" is free. A small 
admittance fee is required to 
participate in the other events. 
The cdcbration will conclude 
with a car wash on Saturday, Sept. 
16. Donations will be accepted. 
Black Student Union president 
Thomas Battle encourages all 
students to ancnd the events during 
the week. 
•our goal is to not only 
wdcome students back to campus, 
but also to promote active student 
life," Battle said. 
'L( N' I 1 
University Union Bowling Lanes 
COSMIC BOWLING 
~ 
Friday & Saturday Night 
9:30pm - 12:30am 
Phone: 581-7457 
~Luther King, Jr. University Ulli01t 
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CAMPUS I TARBLE ARTS CHAMBER MUSIC SERIES 
Music professor to perform Sunday 
By laitlJll Lonkar 
Staff Correspondent 
For music professor Susan Teicher, life has 
always been about music. 
"The music was just sort of there," Teicher 
said. "Both of my parencs are musicians and 
I guess I just whisded runes and picked ic up 
somewhere along the line." 
While starting out playing che violin, 
Teicher started co learn piano and liked it 
betrer, so she began co pursue ic insrcad. 
Even though Teicher grew up in New 
York, she has come to love central Illinois and 
her passion for music is still strong. 
She has twins in college who are also 
involved in music. Her son goes co the 
Cleveland Instiruce of Music and plays the 
violin. 
Her daughter arrends Oberland College in 
Ohio, plays the piano and sings. 
Teicher will perform Sunday as a guest 
pianist with the Pacifica Quartet, which is 
the .first concert of the Tarble Arcs Center 
Chamber Music Series. 
Teicher is the artistic direcror of the Tarble 
Arcs Center and will perform three pieces. 
She said she loves co ccach her srudencs 
whac she knows abouc music and anyching 
Tonite@ 
else they need co know. 
She is looking forward co Sunday's 
performance. 
"I love playing chamber music and am very 
happy co be performing with these young and 
gifted people," Teicher said. 
Quarrec members reside ac either the 
University of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign or 
the Universiry of Chicago. 
The quartet features Brandon Vamos 
on cello, Simin Ganatra on violin, Sibbi 
Bernhardson on violin and Masumi Per 
Rostad on viola. 
The pieces they will perform include 
Mendelsohn's Quarter in E-flac Major, Op. 
12 and the Bartok Quarter No. 4. 
All of the quintet members, including 
Teicher, decided on the songs. 
"I think all of the pieces that we are 
performing are great works," Teicher said. 
When asked her favorite composer she 
simply answered, "it is like asking a mother 
to say which child is her favorite. There are all 
too many that I like and that are wonderfuJ." 
The concert is at 3 p.m., on Sunday, Sept. 
10. 
General admission is$5 and $3 forsrudencs 
and seniors. Scaring is Hmiced, nor reserved. 
For information caJJ (217)-581-2787. 
M E>THERS 
....... Charleston, IL. 
BIG B01TLES 
RUM BUCKETS 
KISSES~ 
Functions? call Tom 630-625-2438 
wishes all the sororities 
«ir-00::.>LITU~ 
with recruitment 
GO GREEK! 
1 Series 
starts Sept. 13 
pm on 
Wednesdays 
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Music professor Susan Teicher is going to perform with the Pacifica Quartet this Sunday 
in the Tarble Arts Center. This will mark the first performance of the Tarble Arts Chamber 
Music Series. 
Eastern's 
Very 
Own 
Courtney Shepard, an 
Eastern alumna, and 
Charleston resident 
tries to sing her 
way to the next 
round of the 
American 
Idol talent 
search 
BJ Michael Peterson 
Senior Verge Reporter 
Courtney Shepard, the winner 
ofEastern's 2004 Talenr Search, 
thoughr she was done with her dreams of 
becoming a professional singer untiJ her friend 
Andrew Newton convinced her co cry out for 
American Idol after having a heart-co-heart calk 
during the middle of the night. 
"What song would you sing if you were going 
co try our for American Idol?" Andrew asked her at 
3a.m. 
'"Something co Talk About' by Bonnie Ra.in," she 
said. 
"Sing it for me," he said. 
Andrew heard her version of the classic and said, "You 
are going!" 
The rest is history. Shepard decided to pack her bags and 
head out ro Memphis, Tenn. on Sepe. 3 for the American 
Idol auditions with Andrew. 
"Ir doesn't seem real rhar I'm going co go do chis," said 
Shepard before she left. "It was one of those things chat 
I always joked about doing. People always cold me that I 
should try our for American Idol and now I am going co do it. 
lc's kind of strange." 
In 2004, when Shepard was onJy a junior, she came to the 
Open Mic-Night at the 7u. Street Underground to perform. 
She had no idea that the EIU Talent Search was occurring. 
After she won char night, she was allowed co advance co 
the lase round, a concert where all the finalises performed 
in the University Ballroom ac the Marrin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. Low and behold she came out as the 
winner, taking home with her a $200 gift card co Wal-
Mart and a chance to make a two-song demo with Jay 
Lane from MBM Records. 
"Honestly, after I won I really didn't think I deserved 
it," said Shepard. "I think that was the main thing. I 
was like, 'No! I'm not good enough.' I played cwo of 
my original songs ac the competition which I thought 
were crap." 
After winning the EIU Talent Search, Shepard formed a band 
with Courtney and Kristen Bosco called "Shady Katie." 
H SEE IDOL, PAGE IZ 
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He Said, She Said 
Sept. 11 changed everything 
By Matt Poli 
Associate Verge Editor 
Sept. 11, 2001 was 
undoubcedly one of the 
most traumatic days of 
our lives. Never have 
I seen our country so 
quickly unify. In che face 
of tragedy, U.S. citi:z.ens 
from coasc-co-coast, and 
in Alaska and Hawaii, che 
freak states, were eager 
co hdp ouc. Whether 
ic was donating money 
or driving co New York 
City co physically help, 
chis country was united. 
Over the years, our unity 
has once again begun 
thousands of innocent 
people lose cheir lives, buc 
to also observe che fact 
that we are one nation, 
indivisible wirh liberty 
and justice for all. We 
cannot forget chat ac any 
moment, a plane could 
come crashing down and 
end anyone of our lives. 
Don't go hiding under bed 
in fear of a freak accident, 
but rather live: every day 
to the fullest. Open a 
By Holly Thomu 
Verge Editor 
The collapse of the 
World Trade Center on 
9/ 11 spread a bittersweet 
wave across the nation. 
Americans were struck 
wich grief yet blan-
keted with the love and 
generosity showed by 
cheir neighbors. The air 
smelled of fear, but also 
of a scent of hope thac che 
, country could overcome 
the tragedy. Destruction 
brewed in the wind as 
America picked up New 
York City piece by piece. 
door for someone, give 
chat burn on the screec a 
dollar, and restrain your 
temper when chat cerrible 
driver cues you off. What 
I'm saying is, don't forger 
thac we are in this country 
together, and we have 
freedoms chat a lot of 
White hands held black 
hands, poor wept with 
che rich, young worked 
learned that our country 
could unite together just 
as fast as it could divide. 
For about a year, you 
couldn't drive on the road 
without seeing an Ameri-
can Aag attached to a 
vehicle window. Pictures 
of flags and banners with 
"United We Stand" were 
in almost every home 
window. Homeland 
Security was the No. 1 
priority in the country 
and President Bush was 
on cop. Bue where are che 
flags and banners now? 
co diversify. It shouldn't 
cake a tragedy for people 
co treat each other with 
respect. It would be nice 
if we could learn co treac 
each other with the same 
respect as we did during 
the wake afcer 9/11. Every 
year on Sept. 11, people 
should be allowed co cake 
off of school and work to 
remember not only the 
catastrophic evenc where 
countries 
would (and 
some do) 
die for. 
with the old, for once all 
prejudices were swept un-
der rug. We had learned a 
lot from the tragedy. 
I learned to live 
every day for every day. 
Never let a loved one 
I used co chink I lived in 
the safest country ... untU 
now. Bush has starred 
making questionable de-
cisions and the country is 
in an uproar. We tear our 
government down as well 
as each 
other. Do 
we re-
go unnoticed. The most 
important lesson 9/11 
caught me left the most 
bictersweec taste of all. I 
ally need 
another 
tragedy to 
bring the 
country 
back together? 
Natt Poli can be reaclleo'.UOENverge@gmail.com Holly Thomas can be reached at DENverge@gmail.com 
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Top Five Patriotic Movies 
Top Five Patriotic Movies (in 
no particular order) 
By Mlcllael Petersoa 
Senior Verge Reporter 
1 )SAYlllG PRIVATE RYAN 
From the gut-wrenching Nor-
mandy scene co the emotional end-
ing. this was the Spielberg movie 
that changed the way people made 
war 8icks. After this movie came 
ouc, the popcorn-popping war 
movies starring one-man armies 
became a thing of the past in favor 
of movies that showed the grim 
reality of war. 
2) 1 ... America: World Police 
This is a movie that could only 
come from the deranged minds 
ofTrcy Parker and Matt Stone, 
the creators of South Park. It's a 
comedy-action movie that stars 
puppets whose job it is to protect 
the world from terrorists. But it is 
staff 
Verge editor • 
lhllJ.Jholl•,~----­
Assodate Yerp editor 
llln...hD~~~~~~~-v..,. Sr. writer 
MicllHI httnM------
Desi9Mn 
D..w ..... .,, HellJ TIMNus, IWt 
Poli 
how the movie makes fun of both 
the conservative and liberal sides 
of the Iraq debate chat makes it 
truly "fair and balanced." Besides, 
who doesn't want co watch a movie 
where Michad Moore gees blown 
up? 
3) TIM Dirty Dozen 
In chis WWII movie, 12 Ameri-
can mUitary prisoners are given a 
chance to redeem themselves by 
going on a suicide mission. Add a 
dash of Charles Bronson and NFL-
Hall-of~Fame's Jim Brown kicking 
some Nazi butt and you'll have 
some old-fashioned, patriotic fun. 
4) "°" Out of all of the great Civil War 
movies, this one is clearly the best. 
The movie follows the history of 
the 54th Massachusetts Volunteer 
Regiment, the first U.S. Army 
unit co be entirely composed of 
African Americans. Also, wich an 
all-scar cast of Denzel Washington, 
Morgan Freeman and Matthew 
Broderick, you can't go wrong. 
5) llacll Hawk Down 
le wasn't untU Black Hawk 
Down that I saw a movie chat even 
came close to the "hold·nothing-
back" mencalicy of Saving Private 
Ryan. 
The movie tells the true story of 
a mission gone horribly wrong in 
Somalia. Once che fighting begins, 
it doesn't lee up until the very end 
of the movie and it left me feeling 
exhausted. Also, it was after seeing 
his impressive performance in this 
movie I began to no longer hate 
Josh Hartnett. 
n Idol 
FROM PAGE 81 
After a few gigs and some 
songwriting che band decided to 
split and now the Bosco girls call 
themselves Lilly and Grayce. 
Even though the band broke 
up. Shepard said that she is still 
good friends with her former 
bandrnates. 
"It wasn't a harsh break-up," 
Shepard said. "The issue was that 
all chree of us were lead singers 
and having three lead singers in 
one band just doesn't work our.• 
Fast forward two years and 
now Shepard has graduated from 
Eastern. 
She graduated with a dcgrcc in 
heaJch and cosmecology license. 
She is now working as a hair 
stylist at Emajonashon Street 
in Charleston, but has recently 
decided that she wanted to do 
other things with her life. 
'Tm hoping that I come back 
from Memphis with a ticket to 
L.A., but there is a 'Plan B,'" 
Shepard said. 
"Either I am going co go co 
L.A., or I am going to go home," 
she added. '"Whatever happens, 
I'm okay with it because I have a 
plan for both." 
Shepard said "Plan B" is char 
she is going to stay in Charleston 
for another year as a hairstylist. 
She is also going to get a 
second job and save up money to 
• attend graduate school in Seattle. 
Her hopes are to obtain a 
master's degree in Ans and Interior 
Design. 
But, all of those plans will stay 
on hold until Shepard returns 
from Memphis. 
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• review 
World Trade Center 
BJ KatelJn Thomas 
Verge Critic 
Imagining Nicholas Cage 
("Con Air," "National Treasure'!) 
perform his starring role as a 
New York policeman in "World 
Trade Center" was as scary as 
thinking Keanu Reeves could do 
the same. 
I think everyone was a bit 
apprehensive co wacch Cage play 
a character who survived the 
Sepe. 11, 2001 cerrorisr attack. 
Cage had che honor co play 
che real-life person of John 
Mcloughlin. 
His performance was 
phenomenal. 
I have never been a Cage 
enchu~iasr, buc he did his 
character justice. 
Michael Pena ("Crash," 
"Million Dollar Baby") played 
Will Jemino, che ocher true-story 
policeman. 
Pena did a fantastic job at 
playing his character as well. 
He did an excellent job at 
playing a policeman, a father, a 
husband and a survivor. 
Andn.-a. Berloff, one of 
movie's writers, reaJly pulled this 
film cogechcr. 
The majority of the excras 
on rhe secs were 9/11 survivors. 
AJI of the extra policemen and 
firemen were survivors. 
I choughr chis added 
an amazing and couching 
experience. 
Not only did che viewers get 
a caste of what happened on 
thar tragic day, bur we also got a 
touch of unity. 
I felt connected wich chc 
people in che cheater because it 
was like we were reaJly there in 
New York City together on thac 
day. 
Mcloughlin and Jemino were 
also writers for the film. 
Noc only did che actors amaze 
me, but che cinematography was 
great too. 
PHOTO COVllTEST Of wn.IUM~AllS.COM 
His tears looked real in che 
scenes when he cried, his acting 
made me believe he really was 
Will Jemino. 
Most of che movie cook place 
in their homes or in the dark 
rubble within the tower they 
were stuck in. Official poster of the movie World Trade Center 
che entire story together. Sometimes when I've watched 
movies, I couldn't gee over che 
idea that che accor was someone 
other than himself. 
When he played Jemino, ic 
was obvious rhac he wanced to 
take himself our of the role. 
'This created a great effect for 
the mood of che movie. It made 
me fed for che families of these 
rwo policemen. 
Real foorage was also used in 
different parts of the movie. 
'Ihc fact chat real survivors 
were used in the film brought 
Although many people 
incerprcced char che movie was 
more of a love story rather than 
a crue story about rwo American 
heroes, ir is much more chan the 
previews led on. 
This is one film ch~t I have 
seen more chan once, and I 
recommend it to everyone. 
Keep an open mind while 
watching this film, and 
remember, thatTt is a true story. 
Also, rake a box of rissucs. 
• • 
Talkin' 'Bout My Generation 
BJ Michael Peterson 
Senior Verge Reporter 
technology. 
"Technology is a huge pan of our genera-
tion," Cascio said. "Our parents were not 
The baby boomcrs were the generation able co scay in contact with high school and 
of World War II, but it was the Generation college friends like we are. (America Online 
Xers who dominated the 1990s. Line) came out when we were in elemen-
Howcvcr, ir is most likely char people cary school, and we all know how co sray in 
reading this article are a part of Generation better contact wich people through Xanga, 
Y, people who were born between 1980 and Myspace and Facebook. We also have cell 
2000. phones." 
This generation is also known as che "Mil- Cascio did admit chat she occasionally 
lenials" or the "Echo Boomers." wonders if cell phones are actually a mixed 
Although, like every generation char blessing. 
existed before Y, this one is radically different "I think we wane everything co happen 
from che ones chac preceded ic. now," she said. "We never take che rime co 
Generation Y is commonly defined by be- actually plan things with people. 
ing a rcchnologically-adepr generation, since "We are always like, ')use call me on my 
moSt have literally grown up wich compuccrs cell phone.' When I was in Junior High and 
for chc majority of their lives. cell phones were jusc coming our, we had 
"When I walk around campus I always scruccure and plans. 
see the little white iPod cords sticking ouc of "le was a good thing because my friends 
people's ears," said Michael Schulrc, a junior and I always knew we were going co mecc. 
economics major. Now with cell phones we always say, TU call 
"Also, a lot of people have laptops ... che you when I get rhcrc. '" 
head guy who is the head of Easccrn's com- Carby Schoonover, a psychology inscruc-
puter nerwork cold me chat 98 percent of tor, also explained how the major advances 
on-campus residents have their own compuc- in cechnology has affected Generation Y. 
ers," he added. "Technology has absolutely exploded 
Larisca Cascio, a junior elementary edu- since 1980," Schoonover said. "Television 
cation major, also agreed on how Genera- and tpfJ~teJner ,haye 9rought to us the 
ciorl Y'w.fs"ablc c'o·grbw"ll{S Mitigtbmpbterl • • • ~rlctr'f:\Mrlct 'iH::\dUe things chat are hap-
and, thcrc:fore, is good ac adapting to new pening instantly and it changes rhe way char 
we see ourselves. We can compare ourselves 
concinually with ocher people and see how 
ocher people live ... It makes che world 
smaller." 
Generations are nor only defined by their 
characccriscics, chey arc also defined by the 
events char occur during their lifetime. 
Mose people agree chat one of the most 
defining moments of Generation Y was the 
arrack on the World Trade Center. 
"I chjnk 9/11 made us much more cau-
tious as a society," said Bill Cozzens, a junior 
sociology major. 
"In retrospect, we used co sec terror-
ism through an ourside lens and we always 
choughr of it as something that would never 
happen to us," Cozzens said. "Bue when ic 
did, our security blanket was taken off." 
Unforcunatdy, fear for the future is some-
ching chat has haunted every generation. 
"I think (all) generations have che fear 
chat the there will noc be enough left for the 
next generation," Schoonover said. 
"1here is a worry that chere won'c be any 
social security for cheir children or if che vio-
lence in chc world will continue to escalate," 
shl! added. "I think che attacks on the World 
Trade Cenccr kind of parallels the type of 
fear (Generation Y) is going through ... 
"'lherc is the fear of terrorism and people 
wonder if someone is going co blow up the 
world in your lifetime." 
p poll 
How did you feel about 
"World Trade Center," 
the Sept. 11 movie 
currently playing. 
SHERI WASHINGTON 
U.S. ARMY 
"The facts 
were about 
right and 
it's a very 
good movie. 
I would 
recommend it 
to anyone." 
"I thought it 
was a very 
good movie 
and would 
recommend 
0 
MIKE AUFFENORDE 
SPRINGFIELD 
"It let me see 
what I didn't 
get to see. It 
brought the 
whole thing 
up close." 
"Verj 
impressive. 
Very factual. 
I recommend 
it." 
CAPTAIN MARK WOODSMALL 
ROTC 
"It talked 
about 
everything 
that happened 
in New York 
City. It was a 
signficantly 
..__-'--..___'--'-.-......;;..;..:.>I emotional day 
. , 
for a lot of 
people." 
• 
• 
Follow up on how Courtney did at American Idol at www.dennews.com 
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oltap 
TODAY 
MATH I EN 
Time I 10 p.m. 
Location I Mac's Uptowner 
.. ~~~~ .~~~ .. ! ..~~.~~.~.~.~ .. ~~.~:.. 
THE FUZ 
WITH OPENING ACT 
CATFISH JENKINS 
Time I 9 p.m. 
Loca~ion I Friend's & Co. 
More info I $5 at the door 
SATURDAY 
ATOM SPIES 
WITH OPENING ACT 
BAILEY 
Time I 8 p.m. 
Location I Jackson Ave 
More info I No Cover 
·················································· 
THE FUZ 
WITH OPENING ACT 
• 
BRAINCHILD 
Time I 9 p.m. 
Location I 
More info I 
Friends & Co. 
$5 at the door 
SUNDAY 
Caleb Cook 
Time I 9 p.m. 
Location I Mac's Uptowner 
More info I No cover 
Local band dominates weekend 
The Fuz to play two nights 
at Friends & Co . 
By Jason Duarte 
Verge Reporter 
lt all started in late 2003 as Brian 
Adams showed up at Carman Hall, bass 
guitar in band, when Dave Campbell, 
guicarisc, approached him our on che fronc 
steps and asked him if he wanced to jam 
sometime. 
Their common interest in music is 
what brought them together, and this 
weekend The Fu.z. will be performing cwo 
consecutive nights at Friends & Co. 
Adams was previously in che band with 
Jim Wallwin, drums, and Chris De Rosa, 
bass and guitar. After the addition of 
Campbell iJ? late 2003, che present lineup 
oflhe Fuz was born. 
These guys are not just musicians chat 
stick to assigned instruments chroughout 
the entire show. Adams and De Rosa 
alternate between bass and guitar 
during performances. With the exception 
ofWallwin on che drums, Campbell, De 
Rosa and Adams alternate vocals through-
out the performance. 
When asked about what kinds of 
shows they play, Adams and Campbell 
looked ac each ocher and smiled. 
"It's hard co say," Campbell said. "I 
guess (we play) a rock show, but even rock 
is broad." 
The Fuz performs a lor of improvisa-
tional jams during their sec. 
"We play a lot of different scyles," 
Adams said. "Funk, psychedelic, experi-
mental ... but every show we play has a 
dilfcrenc set list. We wrote about 25 
originals, and we cover about 70 songs. 
So, we try to rotate as much as possible." 
Their pre-show warm-up isn't much 
different from those of any other band. 
"We like to have band practice all day up 
until che performance and have a parcy ac the 
house," Adams said. He laughed then added, 
"Oh yeah, Chris sometimes tends to get ner-
vous before shows." 
They will start playing and during the 
session chey will build off of the improv jams 
until they have a song that is good for 
open-ended jamming in a live performance. 
'le isn'c a conscious decision," Campbell 
said. "You just play the music you enjoy, 
which is more inspired by th~ things we listen 
co. 
.. 
Their live performances generate a unique 
SllMITTED PHOTO 
The Fuz poses with their instruments. Fans from all around, including Chicago, come down to 
see their shows in Charleston. 
animation of energy, causing their fans to jusc keep corning." 
have fun and let loose. Bands like Pbish, The Beacles, Radiohead 
"le is che best form of expression," Adams and Pink Floyd have influenced The Fuz's 
added, "Getting up in front of a couple musical scyle. 
hundred people ... it's just the greatest feeling You can liscen co The Fuz online at their 
ever; unlike anything else." myspace music site, or visit their Web sire, 
Every band has a unique fan base, and The http://www.chefuzband.com, which is 
Fu.z.'s following is no different. currencly under construction. 
"Our fans are very dedicated. people, the Catfish Jenkins from Darien is opening 
craziest people in the world," Adams said. "A Friday night for The Fuz, and Brainchild from 
lot of chem arc from Chicago, and chcy come Peoria will open on Saturday. Cover charge 
out co our shows (in Charleston), other fans is $5 ac chc door and both shows are 21 and J] I~~~ ~i ~~I •)-----hearabo- ucus,lik_· ewha-rtheyse-e,andjus- r - older._ 
$EUEMBER f· 102 ZOO& 
Chicago St. Louis Champaign-Urbana 
By Holly Thomas By Danny Dudley By Jason Duarte 
Verge Reporter Verge E<frtor Verge reporter 
On Friday, The Monorch.id from Touch and Go 
records will be performing at The Nocc. (1565 N. 
Milwaukee Ave.) The show scares at 9 p.m. and it is for 
ages 21 and up only. .. 
Soulard neighborhood is che place co go when you wane co bear Cowboy Monkey is hosting the Tractor Kings wich rhc 
real blues music ac some of the mosc authentic blues clubs around. Chemicals and Bailey on Friday. T he show scares around 
The Soulard neighborhood is five minutes south of che Gateway 10 p.m. and costs $5 at the door. 
Arch and embedded by red brick building. For a Little family fun for the weekend, bring che 
M. Ward will be performing Friday with Oakley Hall 
at the Metro. The show starrs ac 9 p.m. Tickets arc $16. 
l 960s-scyle rock group Blueblood will be perform-
ing with Forger Cassettes, The Grackles, and City 
Elecuic. The show is at The Note (1565 N. Milwaukee 
Ave.), scares at 9 p.m. Sanu:day. 
11uowdown, Zao, Evergreen Terrace, Maylcne & 
che Sons of Disaster, and Ignite chc Will arc going co be 
pcrfortning 6 p.m. Sunday at the Metro (3730 N. Clark 
Sc.). Uckecs arc $13 in advance and $15 at che door and 
is all ages. . 
If you're a gambling lad, cry your luck ac one of the many children to Curtis Orchard. l e has apples, pumpkins, 
casinos in St. Louis. The Casino Queen (200 S. Fronc St.), Harrah's gourds, squash (boch in-score and pick-your-own), a coun-
Sc. Louis Casino & Hoed (777 Casino Ccnrer Dr.) and President try score with specialcy produces and gifts items, including 
Casino (St. Louis Riverfront) are among rhc mosr popular gambling burrcrs, preserves, snacks and delicious cider. le also bas a 
destinations in che cicy. peering zoo, inflatable slides and a corn maze. Curtis Or-
A uaditional tourist hoc spoc has always been the Gateway chard is located ac 3902 S. Duncan Road in Champaign. 
Arch. This year it's celebrating its 40th birthday. You'll experience a On Saturday, che Fodlingcr Auditorium will host 
crain ride co the top as well as a movie on che building and progres- Jack's Mannequin. Show ~tarts ar 8 p.m. and tickers arc 
sion of the Arch. $23. Foellinger is located at the m~in quadrangle of the 
Universicy of illinois' campus. 
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Panther hitting percentage rising 
Crabtree records 
first double-double 
of the season 
Head coach Lori Bennett could 
not have asked for better hitting 
during the first two games at 
Florida Stace. 
"We did a &ntastic job against 
South Alabama and Stetson; she 
said. "We hit the lighcs out against 
them". 
Bennett said she was pleased 
with her players' performance in 
those games. 
"In the two matches against 
South Alabama and Stetson I 
couldn't ask for anything more,• 
she said. 
Hitting percentage is a statistic 
H$tevens 
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that measures succcssful attempts. 
After having just a .189 hitting 
percentage against Indiana State in 
the season opener, the Panthers (3-
1) gteady improved their hitting 
for the tournament. 
"We were .404 against South 
Alabama and .325 against Stetson," 
she said. "Our goal is .260 to .270 
so we dcfinitdy surpassed chose 
numbers." 
Last Saturday against Florida 
State, a different percentage was 
seen. 
•Against Florida Stace wc only 
hit .083 and chat was rough," 
Bennett said. 
The offense did not change, just 
the way the players were hitting, 
Bennett said. 
"They're (Elorida S\atC) bi& ~d 
athlcdc, aacl iRy had a\tgbiJClito 
deal with and a very goOd defense,• 
she said. •When we swung for kills 
actions of the players accused 
because the alleged victim "couldn't 
kick. .. 
Barnett lacer patented what's 
Hows later head coach Gaiy cun:cndy ~t co law students 
Barnett indirectly defended the across the country as the "if you 
we did well, but nobody wants co 
get stuff blocked so we'd back off a 
lictle bic." 
If the Panthers can keep up 
these current percentages from the 
fim twO game, they scand a good 
chance of winning the conferen~ 
chis year. 
"Last year .268 won our 
conference," Bennett said. · 
CrMlree • IOIW lint .... 
Junior setter Maren Crabtree 
has built upon her impressive 
season-opening play at Indiana 
State. 
Just three days afcer recording 
66 assists against the Sycamores, 
Crabtree recorded her first double-
double of the season against South 
~ed the game with 40 
assists and 12 ~· 
"Well, Marco was fancastic over 
can't kick, you must acquit" 
defense. This was the sixth rape 
allegation during the 7-year 
Barnett era. It took Barnett seven 
years, six rape accusations along 
with a drunken stripper party for 
the weekend," Bennett said. "She 
was very steady for us in every 
area. Serving, offcnsivdy, and 
defensively she was very good." 
Crabtree, who currently holds 
the school record for assisu in 
one game, said ic had not even 
occurred co her yet about her 
double-double. "I don't really think 
about it," Crabtree said. 
Bennett was happy with the 
job Crabtree did executing the 
offense all weekend ac the FSU 
tournament. 
·she very quickly had all three 
of the teams we played really 
frustrated at the offense wc were 
running," she said. 
·she's been an impact player 
ever since she's been here," Bennett 
said. "This year she's really relaxed, 
making great decisions, working 
hard, and getting her teammates 
to play better every day." 
him to lose his job and he still got 
a $3 million settlement. God bless 
America. 
Fmally, the last game Barnett 
roamed the siddines in 2005 was 
almost as laughable as his constant 
foot-in-mouth disease. 
The eventual national 
champion, Texas, beat the 
Buffaloes 70-3 and Longhorns 
head coach Mac Brown made 
an effon not to score in the 
fourth quarter. 
Hawkins' job was to c:rasc 
all of these memories 84 ~Ji • 
possible, and I'll be darnCd'ifhe 
didn't. 
"It's only devastating if you 
lee it be devastating," Hawkins 
said afccr the loss. Trust me, 
man, it's devastating. 
In less than a ~· Montana 
State has become a bigger 
concern on the Colorado 
campus than previous fdonics, 
misdemeanors and a 67-point 
loss. For ~ point alone, they 
deservr. be No. 1 in its division. 
sports liD-
ouJpretllctiou 
MATIDAllBS 
SPORTS EDITOR 
All right, the hype 
that was surrounding 
the Illinois game 
isn't there. However, 
Eastern's poise and 
focus is. 
Vincent Webb Jr. will run over, around 
and through the porous Sycamore defense. 
If the Panther defense steps up and doesn't 
miss as many tackles as they did against the 
Illini, Eastern will contain ISU's high-octane 
offense. Eastern will walk off with a win in its 
only home game this month. 
Euhn 35, llldlau State Z4 
MARCO SAITAllA 
ASSOCIATE SPORTS 
EDITOR 
Oint Sellers is out, 
the Panthers have a 
junior college transfer 
starting and their 
defensive line isn't as 
deep as last week with R.J. Meyers out. 
But n won't have to be. 
Indiana State is in the midst of a long 
losing streak. Everybody says they gave 
Purdue a game last week, but they stifl lost 
by 25 points. 
Eaten Jt, ..... sate t7 
MATISTEYEIS 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Indiana State has 
lost its last 18 games 
and has given up at 
least 60 points in its 
last three games. 
None of that matters; 
this game is always 
close and will always be tight. Coaches 
around the Gateway are starting to say 
that the Sycamores are more dangerous in 
the second year under Lou West. No Spoo, 
no Sellers and an ISU offense they don't 
normally scout leads to a major upset. The 
key is ISU kicker Kyle Hooper has already 
kicked a game-winning field goal at O'Brien 
Stadium. He'll don again. 
..... State Z4, Euten Zt 
·-----------· 1 •4S.OO On 1 ·----------· I X100ff I 
JAY mlB I TM DULY EASTElll EIS 
Junior tailback Ademola Adeniji drives the ball up field while evading tackles against U of I defenders. 
Eastern plays its home opener against Indiana State at 6 p.m. on Saturday. 
n Opener 
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His father said he wasn't able 
to sec much of his son's Sycamore 
debut last week because he was 
talking with the defense, but was 
proud of his effort. 
"I'm a parent first," Lou West 
said. "I wane co make sure he comes 
away from each game healthy." 
Lou West said Tony transferred 
because he wanted co be closer to his 
funily. The face that he is a quality 
running back is only a bonus. 
"I'm proud of him not only as a 
son but as a Sycamore player," Lou 
West said. 
Bellantoni said rhe 5-foot-9, 
170-pound, Tony West is like a 
•atback" and the way the offensive 
line blocks, he only needs a small 
area to run through and make a big 
play. 
"They get good blocking angles 
with their offensive line and creates 
a little bit of a crease and chat's all 
he needs to get through," he said. 
"lhis offense is rocally different 
from last year where they were a 
pass-first type of offense. They're 
sr>reading the field crying co run 
the ball." 
In last year's game against 
Eastern, ISU quarterback Layne 
Baggett was 32-of-54 for 260 
yards in Eastcrn's 24-13 win. The 
Sycamores rushed for 129 yards as 
a ccam. 
And missing on the fidd 
Saturday to stop ISU's offense will 
be Eastern linebacker Clint Sellers. 
The 2005 Ohio Valley Conference 
defensive playec of the year is our 
indefinitely with a right shoulder 
injury. 
"One man's loss is another man's 
opporrunity, and somebody will 
seep up and do a great job for us," 
Bellantoni said. 
Bellantoni said be plans co use 
more nickel coverage, given the 
way ISU's offense is and also co 
rest linebackers Lucius Seymour, 
Donald Thomas and Matt 
Westrick. 
Westrick is a junior transfer from 
Grossmont {Calif.) COmmunity 
College who will be in the starting 
lineup. 
"If there's a positive (co Sellers' 
injury) it's that we had all week to 
make a plan and practice that plan," 
Bellantoni said. "As opposed co last 
Saturday night when the plan all 
went out the window before we 
even took the fidd." 
1 Partial Hilites 1 I Ofr•rupues 1(11Ml6 I 
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EILEEN O'ROURKE 
She's been to Ireland 
five times, loves both 
Sister Act movies and 
started a rugby fan club. 
Junior Eileen O'Rourke 
is a staner on the rugby 
team and has had her 
head stepped on during 
a match. 
Sports Editor Matt 
Daniels talked to her 
Tuesday about her life 
and Eastern's rugby 
program. 
You started the rugby fan club. 
What was Ille inspiration for 
tlaat? 
Last year, I had five ocher 
roommates and they always, like, 
came to my games and made T-
shircs that spclled ouc my name and 
stuff. 
We usually don't even have a lot 
of fans at our games so they kind 
of stood out. My coach came up 
co me and approached me about 
wanting co do a rugby fan club and 
he wanccd chem basically to run it 
and be in charge of it so it would be 
student-run. 
And so, now it's just one of chem 
because four of them' graduated. 
They're in charge of it and I 
obviously help them because rhey 
live with me. 
We don't really have meetings. 
We live together. We have meetings 
with coach. I had one earlier today. 
We do, like, fan club T-shirts. 
It's like a membership fee of five 
dollars. 
You gee a bunch of sruff from 
the bookstore for joining. You get 
an e-mail after every game from 
coach talking about the highlights 
of the game. 
We start the first home game 
when we get everyone signed up. 
Last year, we had maybe 40 or 50. 
Yeah, it was pretty impressive. 
I figured after moms and dads 
and sisters and everything, ics not 
too many srudcnts but we acrually 
had a pretty good group come. 
ftat's it like Hi .. a part of 
lite omly Dmsio• I 1119by team? 
It's pretty cool. 
Coach always tells us we're 
making history. 
Basically, we arc and now we're 
just waiting for another team to 
sign on so we can play the first 
game, which hopefully will be nae 
year. 
There's some team, I know they're 
in Connecticut, and it's basically in 
tht wraps for next year, so it's pretty 
cool to be a part of that. 
We're going to sign the ball and 
be in the NCAA Hall of Fame, 
which coach took us co last year so 
it was cool, we know whar ir looks 
like and everything. 
Wllat is Ille worst •isc011ception 
x 
IL BERT" 
XTA 
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Junior Eileen O'Rourke is still learning the rugby rules but began a rugby fan club last year to help drum up 
support for the team. The social science educaton major is a member of the nation's only Division I rugby 
program and her signature will be on a rugby ball that will be displayed at the NCAA Hall of Fame. 
"The speed of track, the grace of soccer, 
the power of football. (Rugby) is all of that 
stuff in one, but people always assume that 
it's all about the hitting and that all we do 
is lift weights and eat protein bars." 
thing and that we're really butch 
and all we want to do is hit people. 
The speed of track, the grace of 
soccer, the power of football. It's 
all of chat stuff in one, bm people 
always a.~sume that it's all about 
the hicring and that all we do is lift 
weights and cat protein bars. 
We don't do that at all. It's kind 
of hard when you're talking to 
people and you're like, 'Oh, you 
know I play rugby.' 'Then people 
arc like 'Oh really? Do you like lift 
a lot, do you work out a lor, do you 
like hicting people?' 
Guys just assume it's chcir 
version of football for girls, but ic's 
not. 
What is you fnorlte mowie ud 
fnorite actress? 
My favorite movie is probably 
---- Sister Act I and II. 
They're very 
good. 
I don't think 
ic's like a nun 
thing. growing 
up Catholic and 
going to Catholic 
schools. 
I love Whoopi 
Goldberg. She's my favorite. 
It's kind of got that musical 
thing to it so I like chat. 
ff,.. COllhl .... ..,....., from 
t1te put, no ..w It 1te1 
I've never met any of my 
grandparents. 
My dad's parents died when he 
was like four. 
My grandparcncs died before I 
could remember them. 
It'd just be kind of cool co meet 
them co see if I had any similarities 
and things chat I do because of 
them. 
That type of stuff. 
I don't really think I'm a practical 
joker. 
If somebody says something 
stupid, I'll get them back and make 
a joke about it. 
l guess I have one-liners that I'll 
throw out there. 
I'm really more of that than 
setting up and planning. Usually 
Sam Manto. 
Sometimes she says scuff and I'm 
just like, "Arc you thinking when 
you talk?" 
It just boggles my mind, so I 
always say something back to her. 
Last year, we had a really cloS<" team 
and everyone got along. 
Then we had like ten seniors 
graduate and I thought chis year 
was going to be rough. 
But everybody came in and 
picked up where we left off. 
Everyone gets along, we all hang out 
with each other oucsidc of rugby. 
Everybody lives with each other 
except for me. 
Wllat's tH llardest dus JH'we 
ta•i•collete? 
I've never dropped a class. That's 
something ( pride myself in. 
Probably the hardest class I'm in 
now, I'm taking two history classes, 
and they're supposed co be tak~n 
one, and then you take the next 
one. 
But I'm taking them rogcthcr so 
the timclincs arc confusing. 
Because it's early modern history 
and then modern history. 
So I'm kind of going together 
and missing the chunks in the 
middle. 
And it's all read forty pages and 
then we have an in-class writing 
assignment about it. 
lhat's what I hare abour :mcial 
science is chat it's writing intensive 
and I suck ac writing. 
that's all history is. 
nat is tH ltOSt diffic•lt tlli .. 
alHHlt ngby? 
The rules, I still don't know all 
of them because they arc so many. 
I didn't really have a hard time 
adjusting, like passing backwards 
and just picking up the basics. 
The only thing I've ever had 
trouble with is the scrums. It's really 
hard positioning and to learn it 
because you have to be super low. 
And I was not flexible at all. That 
was probably the hardesc thing for 
me. To learn how co scrum and do 
the awkward chin.gs that you see. 
le wasn't in a scrum but (one 
rime) after J tackled a girl and 
passed the ball off, this girl stepped 
on my head, with her cleat, full. 
blown stepped on my head. And I 
had a bruise and it was horrible. 
Because the second it 
immediardy happens, you, like, 
want to gee up and do something, 
like hit them or something, but you 
can't. 
alHHlt bei•g a nagby player? •. Haw ,wotlld JO•· describe .your 
Probably that it's a super-violent seue of h•mctr witll the tea•? 
Bue I could memorize anything, 
like daces 01 arlyt.hing like that. 
But I hate writing papers and 
hits 
EILEEN O'ROURIE 
. ...... ,,.... ... 
•• They're at siK In the momi'9 and 
sometimes we actualy hiwe to go at 
5:30 two times a week in the winter:. 
l's pre-c:oncllloni for us to be 
Otaide after sprfng break. You can't use 
atrt rugbo/ balls at all, some N<:M rule, 
so we use Ike tennis balls and volleybals 
and a lux:ll of aJjll.y eds and nming 
and rs horrlJle. 
You're• so_. JallJar) Februar) 
March. Usualy mid-March that's when we 
hiwe sprfng break and that's when we 
try to go outside. 
.............. 
,, (My dad's) famly INes there. We try 
to go back eN«'f three years. Usualy 
it's planned Ile at least three months in 
advance. 
It's cool because my IJlcle lives in the 
center of Dubin. 
Went to Stevens Green, which is big. 
It's Ike (New York's) Cemal Park of 
DIA!lin. 
.,. .................. . 
It (Coach Graziano) gels like five. and 
a~ of them are sports-related. 
He got"'lbly" and "lhe'AoOlde,. which 
we've al seen like fNf!1Y 'f8M. 
And then he made us watch "Vertical 
Linit." We forced him to walh •How to 
Lose a Guy in t O Days.• 
He was ike, "That movie was 
homble,• so he~ won't let us do 
that again. 
. ......... 
H I want to be a high school history 
teacher. 
I think I always just liked history in 
hi;l school. 
I'm into, Ire amnt events and 
~so social science COYerS al 
of It. 
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MEN'S SOCCER I WEEKEND HOME AND AWAY 
Physical play expected this weekend H Physical 
FROM PAGE B8 
BJ Alllir Prellberg 
Staff P.eporter 
The Panchers are preparing for whac 
should be cheir most physical opponencs so 
far. 
Ac least that's what junior captain Mick 
GaJeski said. 
"It's going co be a hard physical baule and 
we need to play as a unic," he said. "Fitness is 
our biggest issue." 
Eascern (3· 1-0) travels to Indiana-Purdue 
University ac Fort Wayne on Friday co take 
on a team char has struggled co an 0-4- I 
start, bm has "been (tough) in every game," 
said head coach Adam Howarth. 
They will then play Loyola (Chicago) ac 
Lakeside Field on Sunday. 
The game on Friday will be che 
Mastodons' firsc game at home. 
"They're going to be ready and pumped 
for their (home) opener," Howarth said. 
"Ohe Eagles are) going co have some speed," 
Nowak said. "They're going to be a physical 
team. I would expect cwo pretty evenly matched 
" teams. 
Last year in Ypsilanti, Mich., the Panthers 
lost 1-0. 
Againsc the Falcons, Eastern Illinois lost in 
overtime 2-1 ac Bowling Green. 
"We're going co prepare for chem like lase 
weekend's games. They're rough teams," Floyd 
said. 
Tough enough chat both the Eagles and the 
Falcons beat EIU last season. 
"We just didn't play our game," Floyd said. 
"Jc was pretty much a scrappy game. 
A game that the Panthers had plenty of 
chance~ in, bur didn't capitalize on them, Nowak 
said. 
"We didn't come out," he said. "'Ihcy'rc a 
well-coached team. We just didn't march them 
for ninety minutes." 
Ir will be the first meeting becween the 
schools since IPFW beat the Panthers 4- I 
in 2003 ac Lakeside Field. Loyola is coming 
off a 3-0 loss againsc Davidson in which che 
Ramblers only had cwo shoes on goal. 
CAlllE HOWS I THE DAILY EASTEll I RS 
Junior midfielder Brad Earl, left, and junior midfielder Mick Galeski fight for the ball 
BGSU is the defending MAC champion and 
was predicted co finish third chis season. 
Lack of scoring has led the Falcons co a slow 
start this season. during practice on Wednesday. 
BGSU has scored one goal all season and bas 
also lost co Western Illinois. 
They are 1-4-0 and have three losses by 
one goal so far chis season. 
A key to Eascern's success chis weekend 
will be starting off the games strong and not 
flat-fooced, Howarth said. 
"We want co come our with confidence 
(to} cake over in the first 1 S min," said 
Howarth. 
Eastern must also keep up a high-pressure 
game and capitalize on turnovers. 
"We must carry-on what we have been 
doing," said Galcski. 
The men's ream has been honoring cheir 
CROSS COUNTRY I TRAINING 
MICK GAWll I JUNIOR MIDFIELDER 
"It's going to be a hard physical battle and we need to 
play as a unit. Fitness is our biggest issue." 
seniors all season. 
This Sunday will be Phil Clemmer day. 
The fifth-year senior has scarred the last 
I I marches for the Panthers going back to 
last season. 
Eastern will be without the services of 
assistant coach Dino Raso at Fon Wayne. 
Raso received a red card at the team's 
last march against Missouri-Kansas City on 
Sunday for arguing with the referee. 
He said he might still cravd with the 
ccam. 
The red card was chc first in his 13-year 
coaching career. 
RUGBY I HOME OPENER 
The Falcons' only win has been in ovenimc, 
and Eastern is 1-0-1 in overtime games chis year. 
Despite the Falcons' slow start, Nowak knows 
he can't Ice his ream cake them lightly. 
"They've had a very good run on the MAC, 
so they know bow to win," he said. 
"You'll find that these cwo teams are very 
competitive and they'll be physical, too." 
The Panthers lead the all-time series with 
Eastern Michigan, 5-4, and lead Bowling Green, 
2-1-1. 
The game against EMU on Friday begins ar 
4p.m. 
Year-round endeavor 
Cross country runners 
don't have an offseason 
BJ BrandJ Provual ll 
Staff Reporter 
The saying in cross country is "our spon is 
your sport.s punishment." 
The practice and training regimen chey go 
through is evidence of that. 
"Sometimes we double 
up (have practice both 
in the morning and the 
afternoon), and it gets 
a little tough at times, 
but you can't really do 
anything about it but 
run," said freshman Eric 
Pcderse. Geoff 
The men's team MasaHt 
practices five days a Cross country 
week, including twice on head coach 
Thursdays. 
The women's ccam 
docs the same thing, but has two practices 
Tuesdays. 
Morning practices begin at 6: l S. 
"Everyone looks down on the runners as 
if it's easy," Pedersen said. 
While distance running is the main part 
of cross country training, there arc other 
things chey do at practice. 
Some of the different workouts they do 
include interval work, which include Fardck 
runs. 
Fartlck runs consisc of distance running 
with short bursts of sprinting randomly 
throughout the workout. 
They also run hill drills, which builds 
strength and stamina by forcing runners co 
run up and down hills. 
Cross country runners don't really have 
an olfseason and are either competing or 
mining all year, especially the athletes 
who panicipacc in track in the winter and 
spring. 
Head coach Geoff Masancc said cross 
country runners arc probably the hardesc 
working athletes on campus. 
"They arc in a traditional competitive 
season from September until June, and in 
July and Augusc they arc training, so there is 
basically no break," he said. 
Right after oucdoor crack, they scan their 
summer training and getting ready for cross 
country again. 
•in the summer, training is probably the 
most hard in order co get them ready for the 
more intense stuff we throw at them in the 
full," Masanet said. 
Another aspect of running besides the 
physical toll is the effect it has on their 
mental health. 
The runners meet with Dr. Gary Canivcz, 
a sports psychologist at Eastern, on a weekly 
basis to hdp them with visualization, 
relaxation and scress. 
Masanct said there probably is no other 
spon that requires an athlete to remain 
focused for more than 30 minutes without 
breaks or timeouts, as a I 0,000-metcr runner 
has co do. 
"le takes an incredible amount of mental 
forcitudc to be successful in distance 
running," he said. • 
The distance an athlete wn.s per week can 
vary. 
They can run anywhere becween 50 and 
80 miles a week, depending on the athlete. 
Thar is about 8 co l 0 miles a day but 
Masancc said there arc some guys who run 
around 16 miles on Sundays for some hard 
training. 
"You have co love running; it's a daily 
thing," said senior Sarah Selby. "You have co 
be really disciplined and just keep on putting 
in miles. 
"Anyone can potentially be a distance 
runner if they have heart and the will co do 
it." 
IAY mAllEC I l1IE DAILY EASTEll IE'WS 
Head coach Frank Graziano gestures to his team at practice. The Panthers begin their 
home schedule Saturday against the University of Minnesota. 
Panthers ready for home opener 
BJ Israel Carrillo 
Staff Reporter 
As the Panthers prepare co take on the 
Golden Gophers of Minncsoca on Saturday at 
noon ac Lakeside Fidd, senior fly-half Laura 
Valcorc is dealing with nerves. 
Valcorc has the task of replacing Jamie 
Bucru.ow, who head coach Frank Graziano 
said was "'the best By-half in the nation." 
Valcorc said she had a close rapport 
wich her former teammate for che past three 
seasons. 
"I was her shadow for three years," Valcorc 
said. 
Valcorc said she has a big responsibility 
having co fill Bucnzow's shoes this season, but 
is glad to have the opportunity. 
Bucnz.ow certainly chinks Valcorc is up 
for the challenge. 
"She'll do great, she's ready," Bucnzow 
said. "'I'm happy for Laura, I have confidence 
_in her and I know she's more than ready." 
Although the team docs not know much 
about the Minnesota team, Graziano is 
banking on using the team speed and having 
good fan support for the home opener, he 
said. 
The game plan, Graziano said, is co have 
a fast-paced game, play good defense, score a 
lot and be all over the fidd. 
"'We hope co gee off co a good start," he 
said. "We arc a defensive-oriented team." 
Graziano said senior flanker Katie Folliard 
will have the most influence on the game 
right away from a defensive standpoint. 
"Now we know what it means to be game-
fit," Folliard said. "Last week, the other team 
was a lot more tired than we were." 
Senior wing Stephanie Rasmusen is also 
feeling butterflies in her stomach, but is 
anxious for the home opener. 
"We have co go out and prove we're for 
real," Rasrnusen said. "When you're on the 
field, your mind is on the game, not on your 
surroundings ... 
Indiana State played a I-A team, 
Purdue, and they hung tough for the 
first half. 
That didn't help them break their 
losing streak and it reached 18 
consecutive games. 
The streak dates to the latter half of 
the 2004 season. 
Last year, Lou West (above) and the 
Sycamores stumbled to an 0-11 record. 
But even more notable streaks have 
dragged out in the past. 
1. Prairie View A 6 M (1H9·H) 
- Once a national power in the 1950s 
and '60s (winners of five national black 
college titles) the football team suffered an 
80-game losing streak that spanned almost 
a decade. The 1-M team from Texas ended 
its losing Wil'fS With a 14-12 Wiil against 
Langston during the 1998 season. 
2. Tam,. lay leccueen (1171· 77) 
- With the absence of high-priced free 
agents, the Tampa Bay Buccaneers didn't 
have the IUXIJfY of jumpmg in and becoming 
competitive that expansion teams of today 
have. They were forced to start their 
franchise in 1976 with old, aging veterans 
and players stuck on other teams' practice 
squads. It showed when they lost the first 
26 games In franchise history, including an 
0-14 season. 
3. Long Island UalHrfsty (1981-at) 
- The women's basketball team knew how 
to play basketball . . . but that's about iL 
They lost an NCAA-record 58 conseaitive 
games in the late 1980s. It was a team 
that started freshmen at all positions. Their 
record during those three seasons? 2-80. 
Marco Santana 
board 
PANTHER SPORTS SCHEDULE 
V«>MEN'S SOCCER 
TODAY • vs. Easter11 Michigan I 
4 p.m. Lakeside Field 
CROSS COUNTRY 
TODAY • It Austi1 Peay lnitltio111I I 
5 p.m. Oarksville, Tenn. 
VOillYBAU. 
TODAY • vs. s.tler It l estera llllnois 
lnm.tional I 5 p.m. Macomb 
MEN'S SOCCER 
TODAY· It 114iua·PllntH It Fort 
••JM I 6 p.m. Fort Wayne, Ind. 
RlXjBY 
SATUIDAY • n . tlilMSOta I noon 
Lakeside Rugby Reid 
FOOT1Wl. 
SATURDAY • n . IHiua State I 6 p.m. 
O'Brien Stadium 
HOME OPENER 
Indiana St. (0· 1) 
at Eastern ( 0· 1 ) 
Time:6p.m. 
P11ce: O'Brien Stadium 
ISU's last 91 .. : 
60-35 Lat Purdue 
EIU'a last &Hie: 
42-17 Lat Illinois 
EllC HILTIEI I THE MILT EASTEU IEWS 
Sophomore Ashley Slota passes the ball during Wednesday's practice. The Panthers have two games this 
weekend at Lakeside Field. 
G.etting physical 
Panthers look to 
maintain energy 
BJ lewhl M•rphJ 
Staff P.eportef 
Last weekend, Eastern Ulinois 
(2-1-1) was able to come from 
behind and score after halftime and 
ended up with a win and a draw. 
"The last couple of games 
we haven't come our," s:Ud 
junior midfielder Kellie Floyd. 
"Hopefully this game, we'll come 
out ready from the start." 
This weekend the Panthers host 
cwo Mid-American Conference 
opponcncs with Eastern Michigan 
(1-1-1) on Friday and Bowling 
Green Sr.ate {1-3) on Sunday. 
"We're preparing for (the games) 
just like any other week," s:Ud 
Eastern head coach Tun Nowak. 
FOOTBAU I HOME OPENER VS. INDIANA STATE 
"At this point in the year, we just 
have to make swe we're physically 
and mentally sharp enough." 
Eastern Illinois and Eastern 
Michigan have both lost 1-0 to 
Western Illinois. 
The Eagles were picked to finish 
seventh in their conference. 
Both tea.ms wilJ be starting 
freshmen goalies. 
n SEE PllTSKAL., PAGE 17 
MATI STEVENS I 
THROWING HEAT 
Montana St. 
should have 
jumped more 
At least everybody didn't miss 
the boat. Seven people who sat 
down Sunday and filled out their 
I-AA poll got it right. 
One-hundred and seven media 
members and spons information 
directors voted in chis week's college 
fooclnll poll, and chis Jeads me 
to believe chat one in 16 acrually 
watched the opening weekend. 
Montana Stace, who was ranked 
No. Z2 in the prcscason, jumped 
11 spon:s by winning its season 
opener on the road. 
·No biggie, right? Wrong. 
They deserve the top spot. 
Tue Bobcats cook a six-figure 
paycheck from Colorado and 
proceeded co puJI off the biggest 
coUcge football upset in the modem 
era, beating the defending Big 12 
North champions, 19-10. 
This is nor an overstatement of 
the upset. 
If you compare the difference in 
games played and relevance of the 
moment, chis is Ralph Sampson's 
Virginia team losing to Division II 
Chaminade in college basketball's 
Maui Invitational all over again. 
How did chis not propel 
Montana Seate into ac least the Top 
10? 
To go over the rimeline of 
events in Boulder, Colo., is almost 
comical. 
Picrure it, you're new Colorado 
head coach Dan Hawkins and chis 
is whar the major locaJ headlines 
have been bcf ore you set up shop. 
First, a recruiting party involving 
17-year-old high school prospccrs 
reporredly involved large amounts 
of alcohol, srrippers and was paid 
for by an assistant coach with a 
university credir card. 
Imagine being a lly on the 
wall dwing chat monthly budget 
meeting. 
Monrhs larer, a former female 
kicker reports chat she was allegedly 
raped by her teammates during the 
1999 season. 
n SEE STOOS, 
PAGE 15 
Matt Stevens is a senior journalism 
major. He can be reached at 
unille1999@Juoo.co•. 
Panthers will fight to keep ISU's streak alive 
BJ Matt Daniels 
Sports Editor 
The Panthers come into 
Saturday's game having lost cwo 
scraighr games, but that is nothing 
compared to Indiana State's 18-
game losing streak. 
Bur when these cwo schools 
meet for the 80th time Saturday, 
winning records and losing streaks 
don't matter. 
"Really haven'r t.alked about 
their scrcak; s:Ud Eastern acting 
head coach Mark Hutson. •The 
film is evident that they're much 
improved from the opening game 
that we played against chem lase 
year co the opening game they 
played against Purdue." 
ISU gave Purdue a scare in last 
week's opener, trailing 40-28 ar the 
end of the third quarter before the 
Boilermakers pulled away for a 60-. 
35win. 
The Panthers and Sycamores 
started playing each other in 1902 
and have played every year since 
1980, with Eastern winning 15 of 
the lase 25 meetings. 
After scoring 17 points in last 
week's opener against Illinois, the 
Panthers' offense faces a Sycamore 
defense that lus given up 60 points 
or more in their lase three games. 
"Just looking at their defense, 
their scheme is sound, they run 
well to the football, they're very 
aggressive," Hucson said. "I don't 
think looking at the 60 points 
reflects the quality of defense they 
have." 
Offense is something the 
Sycamores don't lack, as evident by 
putting 35 points up against a Big 
Ten ream. 
ISU quarterback Reily Murphy 
threw for 236 yards last week and 
ISU head coach Lou West's son, 
Tony, rushed for 126 yards and 
two touchdowns against Purdue. 
Tony West is a transfer from 
Western Kenrucky, and is the type 
of elusive and speedy back that 
prcscncs problems for Eastern's 
defense, along with ocher changes 
made with ISU's offense. 
"Their offense is completely 
different than last year," said 
defensive coordinator Roe 
Bellantoni. "It's like a singlc-
wing rypc offense from the early 
1900s, they run a Joe of uap plays. 
Coach West's son is really good at 
running those plays. He's explosive 
and quick." 
Tony West, originally went 
to Findlay University, and then 
rransferred co Wcscern Kentucky 
before rransfcrring to Indiana State 
in 2005. 
He had co sir out last season 
because of the NCAA'.s doubl~ 
transfer rule. 
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